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Preface: Mirage and Escape Velocity
A mirage is the event in which an optical illusion is naturally produced, specific to the 
position of the viewer, and is caused by rays of light bending due to an invisible 
interference. Commonly, they appear in illustration and films for comical effect, 
antagonizing characters who see them, by producing images of their desire, for 
example, water and palm trees, for an exhausted character stranded in the desert.
As a metaphor, the mirage is a useful demonstration of the power of the mind over 
experience, because although an obscure image appears, it can be misinterpreted by 
the viewer, demonstrating a psychological interaction taking place in the formation of a 
perceived reality. It is a fusion of subjective and objective experience, but not a 
hallucination. Now, imagine that the desert is representative of your own experience of 
life as a mortal, self-aware creature. The shimmering image of the cyborg; an 
impervious, potentially immortal body appears to offer a palm tree oasis, a solution: 
escape.
The cultural critic Mark Dery focuses on the ambitions of cyberculture, and the desire to 
survive through the instrumentalization of human life. His book Escape Velocity is 
exactly this condition of delusion. Referring to the real phenomenon by which an object 
escapes the gravitational pull of another, larger object, Dery presents the relationship 
between liberal humanism, the ambition of its technological and ideological products to 
achieve infinite growth and progress, and the very large gravitational reality of human 
corporeality as being such an interaction.
As it has for much of our acknowledged history, this moment in time seems fraught with 
inconsistencies. Utopian ideals are ever-changing under the influence of their conflicting 
ideologies, which struggle for domination over culture. Even the march of time is stalled 
and inconclusive, as history itself is continually altered and represented anew through 
revision and according to ongoing anthropology. The philosopher Boris Groys evaluates 
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a history of ideas in art criticism. For Groys, this strange time constitutes an infinite 
ideological loop which represents the contemporary as ahistorical due to its vulnerability  
to manipulation, as well as escapable through artistic practice. To engage with this time 
outside of the bounds of ideology to which it is ascribed, an artist can, as posited by 
Groys, engage in a practice in which the product itself is time; time which cannot be 
absorbed into the canon of a product-based society.1 Time, therefore, can be activated 
as a criticality, as it can be separated from ideology, specifically that of history and of 
progress, presenting these instead as a construction which can be contemplated. This 
project is about two types of escape: the escape from mortality by becoming technology, 
and the escape from a history which collapses the past into an ideological technology.
 
The topic for my Honours research paper is an exploration of the posthuman and the 
phenomenon of the cyborg within this construction by exploring the capacities, 
limitations, and uses of both subjectivity and objectivity, and how they have been utilized 
in the formation of what could be considered ‘human’. Logically, this will underline 
certain moral and ethical attributes associated with the ideologies discussed, and how 
they relate to the configuration of society, power, and the concept of time. 
My project assumes that we are a society which generally identifies the body in terms of 
technology. An example of this is the scientific use of the animal body in search of 
answers relating to our own. Notably, the clinical use of mice demonstrates the 
utilization of the bodies of other species as test sites for scientific observation and 
experimentation. They are often utilized as an early step towards human testing. The 
scientific method, which prizes above all else, the objective, seems to have a basis in 
the view of the body as additive and requiring improvement, but is actually based on a 
subtractive method of conceptualization. Here we enter the paradox of objectivity which 
is subtractive, and subjectivity, which can be considered additive. This way of 
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1 Boris Groys, Comrades of Time, E-flux, no.11 (2009): 1-2, https://www.e-flux.com/journal/11/61345/
comrades-of-time/
formulating the body in terms of a closed system denies its ability to adapt, mutate, and 
evolve. Instead it is rendered as something subject to current technological knowledge 
which is incomplete. Currently, we cannot replace lost limbs, we cannot surpass our 
existing senses or add new ones, but instead amplify them slightly through prostheses; 
for example: iPhones, cars, satellites, the internet, and biotechnology. We cannot 
complete the project of transcendence through technology, since we don’t know entirely 
what a body is and how it can be produced artificially, but instead what it is not, and how 
it cannot be. If we understand the body only in terms of what it is not, we end up with 
models of humanity which are follies. Like a fake cottage as an image of nostalgia in an 
artificially produced, ideal landscape, fake renderings of what a human is function in 
much the same way. They become seductive fallacies. Fallacies which seduce one into 
thinking they are actual truth. Ideas are abstractions, but they can be forgotten as 
abstractions, and misinterpreted as truth, foreclosing other possibilities. This is how an 
image or object can hide its own origins. Science is not static. Science produces 
temporal abstractions; because at this moment in time, as in moments past, we don’t 
know what we don’t know.
This congregation of ideas has led me to produce various works which refer to the limits 
of our understanding within the ideology of progress. In the past, these handled themes 
which highlight an uncomfortable condition of our times: an endemic uncertainty, in 
which familiar aspects and materials of contemporary life are reframed in disconcerting 
ways. 
My work The Russian Doll Effect (2015) (figure 1), explored the inauthenticity of space 
by focussing on the positioning of various curated architectural spaces, such as parks, 
community gardens, and buildings, in addition to advertising campaigns with an 
intention of exposing these as a layering of false environments. I created a strip of 
artificial beach, complete with detritus, intermittent waves and corresponding ocean 
sounds. The work took the existing placement of environment, and through isolation and 
contradiction, created an image of itself. In this way, it was built to fail, and in its failure, 
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reveal the context of its placement alongside community garden beds (not real farming), 
within a park (not real nature).
My investigation of authenticity and ambiguity continued through my studies, 
progressively towards the body as a site of action and mystery. My work In the Flesh 
(2016) (figure 2), created an object reminiscent of living tissue, but from inorganic 
products to emphasize the fallibility of our senses on self-inspection, and human labour 
as resource, relative to industrial production. This was achieved by layering propylene 
glycol dyes in a suspension of thin, clear silicon.
In Losing Teeth in a Utopian Dream (2017) (figure 3), an enclosed timber sculpture 
represented the ideology of progress as an unending entrapment of labour. Borrowing 
from the language of modernist sculptor Constantin Brancusi’s Endless Column (1918) 
(figure 4), the shape alluded critically to infinite sacrifice. Exhibited in a dark room, the 
black structure, which spilt direct, warm light, construction noise, and smoke from the 
cracks of its carved joinery, ascended to a height of two meters, excluding its audience. 
Forced to peer between the cracks, the spectator was unable to visually penetrate the 
sculpture, as the rising, illuminated smoke provided both movement and uncertainty. It 
was intended to be an image of the unending intangibility of utopia.
Continuing my enquiry into the realm of the ambiguous and the artificial, my honours 
project engages with the phenomenon of the cyborg, and its co-evolving relationship 
with the posthuman. Using the familiar strategies of the aforementioned works, such as 
the tendency to de-naturalize and dis-embed ideology from the object, as well as the 
capacity for the illusion of natural processes, the work explores and antagonizes the 
concept of body as mechanism and medical image to address the threat of abstraction. 
That is, the threat of historical abstraction, and therefore the mirage of knowledge and 
immortality.
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Figure 1. Julien Baldissera, The Russian Doll Effect, timber, sand, water, and stone, sculpture, 2015
Figure 2. Julien Baldissera, In the Flesh, silicon, dye, sculpture, 2015
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Figure 3. Julien Baldissera, Losing Teeth in a Utopian Dream, timber, light, audio, steam, sculpture, 2017
Figure 4. Constantin Brancusi, Endless Column, cast iron, zinc, brass, sculpture, 1918
image source: https://www.interiordesign.net/articles/13037-constantin-brancusi-s-endless-column-
restored-to-glory/
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Introduction: Mechanism and the Medical Image
In order to situate the subject of this work, the object represents a series of qualities 
which undermine it as visually reliable. By engaging with the malleability of material and 
media, both the research and the work examines a process by which a constructed 
model can influence and deceive through the assumption of objectivity and tangibility as 
truth.
My work consists of a curved wall constructed from plastic and timber, a section of 
which lays dislocated on the gallery floor. From this piece, an array of projectors cast a 
looped recording against the inward curve of the plastic, bleeding light and color through 
to the opposite, outward curved side. The recording consists of the ocean in an 
ambiguous state indicative of forward momentum against the waves, as well as 
backward movement with them, and illuminates a warped, printed medical image of a 
section of human skull at exponentially large scale on the opposite side of the sculpture. 
The object consists of black, white, and metallic tones, while further color is provided by 
the projection. Relying on a somewhat darkly lit space, the environment in which the 
work sits positions the piece as phenomenological, isolating the object from its 
embedded and otherwise concealed attributes. By presenting the flexibility of timber and 
its capacity to resemble other materials, as well as the ability of transparent plastic to 
obscure, exclude, or reveal, material itself is expressed as deceptive. Additionally, the 
use of film, and its un-locatable temporality, as well as the possibility of the use of 
massively increased scale applied to the printed image, sustain a disbelief in the 
medium as courier of truth. This presentation of materiality expresses a divergence 
between an object and its representation, recalling René Magritte’s The Treachery of 
Images (1929) (figure 5), while demonstrating representation’s influence over 
materiality. Here, surrealism renders a duality present in the phenomenon of the mirage: 
the mind completes the optical illusion, because of course, the painting is only a two-
dimensional representation of the real thing.   
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Figure 5. René Magritte, The Treachery of Images, Oil Painting, 1929
image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Treachery_of_Images
The Posthuman and the Overwhelming Image of Disembodiment
So, what is the posthuman? The literary critic N. Katherine Hayles, formerly a chemist, 
suggests that we consider not the products of technological advancement as the focus, 
but instead, the ways in which these new objects alter how we see ourselves.2 To 
Hayles, human subjectivity becomes altered to such an extreme that it categorically 
redefines identity, and to this extent, reconceptualizes this new human state as 
disembodied. As Hayles points out, Descartes’s influence in the form of an emerging 
dualism here becomes unmistakable, but what is perhaps even more significant, is how 
it is wholly applied in the posthuman, but simultaneously excluded. In the same way that 
Descartes’ statement “I think therefore I am” in the simplest sense ignores the presence 
of a body due to the limitations and fallibility of the senses, the concept of the 
posthuman as a form of Cartesian Dualism largely ignores the philosophical history from 
11
2 N. Katherine Hayles, How we Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and 
Informatics (London: The University of Chicago Press. 1999)
whence it came.3 A professor of Science Fiction Media Studies, Sherryl Vint gives a 
compelling account of the ‘Extropian’ or ‘transhuman’ view of infinite human potential 
through technological intervention as one which fails to acknowledge itself as heavily 
supported by liberal humanist values, while simultaneously enforcing an exclusive and 
elitist political bias.4 How then, can this be overlooked? What circumstance could have 
led to a concept which belies itself to such a perilous extent? N. Katherine Hayles calls 
this the ‘Platonic backhand’; “ ...when the move circles around to constitute the 
abstraction as the originary form from which the world’s multiplicity derives.”5 
Essentially, in an attempt to understand the world, a theory is constructed, and then 
later mistaken as a concrete truth on which to build further argument. This is the mirage 
on which the contemporary ‘Extropian’ is based; a view of technology as fundamentally 
inclusive, within an equally inclusive market society in which infinite growth, and 
therefore infinite possibility is achievable. 
Hayles work on the posthuman focuses on a concept of universality which originates 
from the Macy Conferences on Cybernetics from 1943 to 1954, where abstractions 
were formed in an attempt to bridge biological and technological sciences.6 Hayles also 
asserts that through an illusion of universality, the body becomes a function of 
possession, leading to its apparent disavowal as ‘self’ in mainstream discourse 
regarding the posthuman. What then, in the absence of a body, sustains a self? 
Information. Specifically, a theory of information developed by the physicist Donald 
MacKay in which information itself is considered to also be able to lend itself structure, 
thereby losing its universality.7 Hayles isolates this as the point at which the platonic 
backhand, which voids the body as the requisite of the posthuman mind, occurs. 
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3 Rene Descartes, Discourse on the Method and Meditations on First Philosophy Fourth Edition 
(Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Co. 1998), 19.
4 Sherryl Vint, Bodies of Tomorrow: Technology, Subjectivity, Science Fiction (London: University of 
Toronto Press. 2007) 178-179.
5 Hayles, 12.
6 Hayles, 7.
7 Hayles, 56.
Becoming an action, information itself becomes reflexive, contextual, and to an extent a 
subjective entity.8 By becoming a self, information shears the link connecting it to any 
claim to universality. Hayles describes how the neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch 
utilized this model to create the McCulloch-Pitts neuron; his attempt at creating a man-
machine nexus.9 MacKay’s theory of information carried with it a kind of assumed 
universality, and paradoxical reflexivity, which became ideologically useful for the 
advancement of a liberal humanist cyborg. However, it failed to be theoretically 
sustainable, due to the technical constraints of its application which prevented an 
achievable outcome from actually being observed. We can think of the McCulloch-Pitts 
neuron as an abstraction which advanced further abstractions, yielding a seductive 
image of a cyborg. In this way, the seductive image, the mirage, overwhelmed the 
problematic theory belying it. 
The Body as Possession
As a professor of science fiction and media studies, Sherryl Vint explores the 
posthuman and its very real influence on contemporary culture and discourse. In Bodies 
of Tomorrow: Technology, Subjectivity, Science Fiction she outlines how the 
unsustainable cyborg-formula reads in relation to a discussion between authors Hans 
Moravec and Mark Dery on the future of humans after the introduction of the uploading 
of consciousness, and regards an invocation of a kind of social Darwinism for those who 
do not make the migration. With a background in mathematics, computer science, and 
robotics, Moravec is quoted likening the extinction of the lower-class of society to 
dinosaurs, with the emergence of an uploaded, bodiless mind. Moravec is a key figure 
of the Extropian movement; the philosophy which assumes human competence and 
mortality to be infinitely improved through fusion with machines, and the uploading of 
consciousness. His perspective is disturbing, because as Vint points out, it absolves 
itself of ethics concerning social class. Unless one is to subscribe to an absolute 
13
8 Hayles, 56-57.
9 Hayles, 57-64.
liberalism or neoliberalism, this is also noteworthy because this artificial body then 
entrenches politics of difference into a cybernetic body which is loosely connected by 
MacKay’s unsustainable theory of breaking down the body into a series of homeostatic, 
mechanical processes. This is a body as a closed system; non-evolving, and potentially 
limited by its programming, as well as the existing available knowledge leading to its 
construction. Acknowledging that the human subject as it stands is necessarily 
imperiled, this problematic body becomes the result of an arbitrary eugenics whose 
roots extend to a liberal humanist view of human constitution. The battle to retain ethics 
for the perilous posthuman is the focus of Vint’s Conclusion: Toward an Ethical 
Posthumanism. Aligned with Hayles position that the posthuman should herald the end, 
and not the continued or renewed representation of a privileged minority, she reminds 
us that the act of classifying the body is a tool historically used to oppress.10 Objective 
reductionism, then, by placing restraints on the defining characteristics of what is 
considered ‘human’, can create dangerous new abstractions of its vulnerable recipients.
Moravec is not entirely a liberal humanist. The desire to advance human essence solely 
through a machine body is not without liberal humanist problems, because it threatens 
to undermine choice. We can however, see the development of a problem relating to the 
origin of the self; a chicken-egg paradox, but worse, Moravec targets both for 
destruction by severing the self from its existing embodiment, and its ability to change 
and evolve. Moravec’s image on the horizon then is of a self which is not subject to 
change with time. Instead, it is the body as monopoly, possession, and control, whereas 
a body subject to change with time dissolves entropically according to laws of nature, 
and must obey the requirements of these laws which enable it to be an object in the first 
place. In this way, the world is possessive of us through time.
Jurgen Habermas’s The Debate on the Ethical Self-understanding of the Species, is 
useful to consider, because although he speaks of the manipulation of humanity through 
14
10 Vint, 172.
the genome, a shared problem of choice emerges.11 A liberal humanist, Habermas 
discusses the genome as a site of intervention at which scientists attempt to collapse 
the categories of subjectivity and objectivity. Defining subjectivity as the ‘grown’ and 
objectivity as the ‘made’, he suggests a difference between ‘authoritarian’ eugenicists, 
and ‘liberal’ ones by stating that the liberal approach would have to avoid limiting the 
opportunity to live an autonomous life, and must not constrain access to egalitarian 
social freedom.12 Such guidelines position the engineering of an embryo as acceptable 
only as ‘treatment’, interference beyond which would constitute a violation. A concern of 
Habermas is that the freedom and moral protections of future generations could be 
undermined by contemporary interventions which separate the species from natural 
selection. Although Moravec’s aim is on disembodiment, and Habermas’s focus is on a 
changed embodiment, the transcendent nature of the posthuman emerges in both. As 
available market products, they can be interpreted as having an intrinsic attachment to 
trends which exist external to the self. In this way, the market becomes a dictator of 
identity, collapsing subjectivity to a rhetorical relationship with capital. Moravec’s cyborg 
would then be an object of intense inequality. Unable to overcome the dictates of a 
market society, it would only remain legitimate if it were constituted of the latest 
gadgetry. In this way, it would freeze time for the most privileged in society, 
guaranteeing against competition, and preventing ascent by even the most meritocratic 
means. This cyborg-mirage is the product of an already privileged mind.
If Moravec regards the human as entirely objective, then what is the basis for this kind 
of interpretation outside of market influence? If rigorous criticism is it’s backbone, how 
can science be co-opted to support such elitism? With a background in literature, 
philosophy, zoology, and biology, feminist scholar Donna Haraway asserts that this is 
the product of a ‘gaze from nowhere’; a term referring to the philosopher Thomas 
Nagel’s interpretation of the objective perspective as having an unlocatable source, and 
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11 Jurgen Habermas, “The Debate in the Ethical Self-understanding of the Species” chap. 2 in The Future 
of Human Nature (Cambridge:Polity, 2003). 40-42
12 Habermas, 48-49.
therefore rendering it, according to Haraway, ideological, and unreliable.13 Surprisingly, 
this elusive source was the product of a science that attempted to isolate truth by 
discarding the subjectivity of the scientist; in other words, an archaic kind of science 
which failed to account for its observer, and its own fallibility.
In The Image of Objectivity, historians Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison explore the 
objective category as a type of canon, wherein they chart the development of various 
modes of objectivity through their use and alignment with scientific method. By delaying 
judgement, scientific restraint turned into a “morality of prohibitions rather than 
exhortations”, becoming aperspectival.14 Here, reductionism, in determining all that 
something was not, in its final chapter stripped truth from objectivity, plunging it into a 
mystified realm, one which Haraway identifies in her own writing as historically 
patriarchal and regressive.
Denouncing the claim to a universal perspective, Haraway instead positions objectivity 
as needing to be informed by ‘situated knowledges’; that is, embodied experiences 
which have a location, and therefore can be held to account for their conclusions, 
instead of an attempt to divorce subject and object.15 This point is crucial. The tendency 
to leave subject and object in a joined state restores accountability to objectivity, 
providing reliability to the optics which could otherwise produce false images. No longer 
adversarial, they act as markers of context, which allow us to return to earlier paradoxes 
highlighted by N. Katherine Hayles.
The Problem of Objectivity and Abstraction
In her chapter Virtual Bodies and Flickering Signifiers, Hayles utilizes William Gibson’s 
novel, Neuromancer (1984), to explicate how the concepts of space and time can be 
16
13 Donna Haraway. "Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 
Perspective." Feminist Studies 14, no. 3 (1988): 581
14  Lorraine Daston, and Peter Galison. "The Image of Objectivity." Representations, no. 40 (1992):
117-123, doi:10.2307/2928741.
15 Haraway, 581-583.
joined to formulate a point-of-view, which is bodiless. Although conceptually interesting, 
Hayles reminds us that it fails to achieve anything more than narrative. Hayles asserts: 
“Information, like humanity, cannot exist apart from the embodiment that brings it into 
being as a material entity in the world; and embodiment is always instantiated, local, 
and specific.”16 Sharing Haraway’s requirement of accountability, she goes on to outline 
the failure of Warren McCulloch to account for the presence of himself as an observer, 
and his resistance to the concepts of psychoanalysis which were to undermine the 
assumption of homeostasis as the ideal model for universal code.   
Early in her book, Hayles explains the issue simply; “Abstraction is of course an 
essential component in all theorizing, for no theory can account for the infinite 
multiplicity of our interactions with the real. But when we make moves that erase the 
world’s multiplicity, we risk losing sight of the variegated leaves, fractal branchings, and 
particular bark textures that make up the forest.”17. If Moravec imagines a reductionist 
utopia, and is willing to lose such detail and complexity, one is compelled to question 
what he hopes to gain; what reward could justify such abstraction? The answer could be 
utopia itself. Because that is what utopia is: an unachieved and potentially impossible 
reality: a construction (in this case, exclusive), and an abstraction tied to an ever-
changing history. What makes this interesting is not only what is lost, but what can be 
gained from abstraction. The human and the universe can be remodeled to 
metaphorical effect. 
Consider M. C. Escher’s Waterfall (1961) (figure 6); an image of an impossible ends by 
a visually plausible means. There could be no greater example of the kind of paradox 
which led Descartes to disavow the senses. We know what we are seeing is false, 
because we understand the physical impossibility of the image to be a departure from 
reality; yet the image remains so faithful to the malleability of the medium that sight, at 
least in this case, must be abandoned. In Escher, we are presented a perspective which 
17
16 Hayles, 49.
17 Hayles, 12.
implicates us as having both a tangible and intangible involvement with the world.18 Our 
self-awareness is made apparent by our conscious confrontation with the desire to 
consolidate. Escher shows to what extent human and universe can be remodeled to 
metaphorical effect on the picture plane.
In Mirage: A Self-portrait, I aim to utilize the interaction between apparatuses in order to 
necessitate a dismissal of their collective function. By exposing an apparatus which is 
narrative, rather than functional, a missing body is created by the presence of its 
abstract representation.
image source: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02vkp8l/p02vkdfc
Figure 6. M.C. Escher, Waterfall, Lithograph, 1961
The Human as Abstract Mechanism 
The presence of ideology in Moravec’s account of the future disembodied human is 
perhaps even more unmistakable when considering the problem of temporality and of 
18
18 Cristian Paşcalău, “Double-Crossing Images: Intentionality and Representation in the Work of M.C. 
Escher” Phantasma, accessed August 8, 2018, http://phantasma.lett.ubbcluj.ro/?p=5923
the documentary. Marshal McLuhan’s statement “The medium is the message”, is useful 
for the introduction of documentary, or perhaps more appropriately, prosthetic memory, 
because it demonstrates how media, similar to the phenomenon of mirage, can be 
misinterpreted as truth instead of sign in the semiotic sense. McLuhan elaborates: ‘“The 
medium is the message” because it is the medium that shapes and controls the scale 
and form of human association and action.”19 McLuhan’s achievement in this regard 
was to expose the connection and amplification of successive technological lineages 
through which meaning becomes altered.
Boris Groys recalls McLuhan’s appraisal of what he referred to as ‘hot’ and ‘cool’ media; 
formats which either subdue (hot) or activate (cool) audience participation.20 Utilizing 
this theoretical framework, he offers the gallery space as a cool environmental medium 
of contemplation, which suspends the work, pulling it out of time-as-narrative, and 
allowing it to be considered inconclusively.21 By positioning my work in this cool, 
contemplative environment, I intend to permanently delay judgement of the cyborg by 
focussing instead on its narrative construction. If we can think of speech or type as 
technologies, then we must also consider history to be such a construction also. But its 
operation is characteristic of hot media in that it is essentially reductive to the point of 
suppressive. Calling the work of the professional archivist “the art of controlled 
destruction”, French historian Pierre Nora explains how the operation of history opposes 
memory with the ultimate goal to “suppress and destroy it”.22 What remains, strangely, 
in the absence of memory is a fragmentary construction which is highly interpretive. 
Christopher Nolans’ film Memento (2000) (figure 7), is exemplary of this phenomenon. 
The result of psychological trauma, the protagonist suffers anterograde amnesia after 
the murder of his wife, resulting in an inability to formulate new memories. In a quest to 
19
19 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1964). 9
20 McLuhan, 24-25.
21 Groys, 10.
22 Pierre Nora, "Front Matter." Representations, no. 26 (1989). doi:10.2307/2928518. 9-14.
find her killer, he constructs a prosthetic memory from hastily scribbled notes and 
photographs to create an image of the present. In the same way that the protagonist 
produces and consumes his own ‘reality’, the image of the cyborg as platonic backhand 
is the production and consumption of a similar fallacy. The medium that supports such 
an image influences the viewer, seducing them into an acceptance of the body as 
machine, therefore contributing to the production of the mirage.
The temperature of media is important for Groys because it highlights the need to 
understand their deeper, less obvious characteristics, in order to see them more clearly 
as a reflection of a highly complex, but not necessarily connected network of intellectual 
systems. While the Macy conferences, as Hayles demonstrates, was unsuccessful in 
bridging the gap between technological and biological theory, assumptions of 
universality continue to emerge in contemporary imagination. The Marxist philosopher 
Guy Debord defines this as a function of the ‘spectacle’: “the spectacle preserves the 
ideological features of both materialism and idealism, imposing them in the pseudo-
concreteness of its universe. The contemplative aspect of the old materialism, which 
conceives of the world as representation, not as activity - and which in the last 
reckoning idealizes matter- has found fulfillment in the spectacle, where concrete things 
are automatically masters of social life.”23 Thus, for Debord we are stuck in a bubble of 
inauthenticity; an objective world in which historical representation, and a resultant 
mirage have been wholly accepted. 
As Groys points out, the influence of this permanent modernization is limbo; an 
environment void of historical perspective, which undermines the utopian value of the 
projects of the present, and threatens to trivialize the finitude of life.24 Returning to the 
beginning of this essay, he posits that the only option then, to reconnect with the real, is 
to engage with time itself as separate from historical narrative.25 To Groys, Francis 
20
23 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone Books 1995) 151-152
24 Groys, 4.
25 Groys, 4-9.
Alÿs’s Song for Lupita(1998)(figure 8), a roughly animated image of a woman pouring a 
glass of water into another glass and back again, emerges as an example of this infinity. 
Alÿs creates an image of a woman which cannot become absorbed historically, as the 
activity cannot yield a product to be incorporated: “Here, the living human being loses its  
difference from its media image. The opposition between living organism and dead 
image source: https://whatculture.com/film/ending-memento-really-mean
Figure 7. Christopher Nolan, Memento, Film, 2000
image source: http://www.anamappe.com.br/blog/2011/10/zeitgenossisch-or-comrades-of-time/
Figure 8. Francis Alÿs, Song for Lupita, animation, 1998
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mechanism is made irrelevant by the originally mechanical, repetitive, and purposeless 
character of the documented gesture.”26 If humans can be replaced by abstraction, then 
it figures that the mechanism that led to this abstraction can also be captured through 
portraiture. My project then, is a portrait of self-fulfilling prophecy, therefore, it is 
diagrammatic. Returning to Escher, we can imagine a similar method of construction 
behind the transcendence of existing embodiment. By breaking down this action into 
process, a formula for the production of this utopian mirage emerges: 1 + 2 + 3 = 1 (4) 
(figure 9). 
Figure 9. Julien Baldissera, Interpretation of abstract diagram in relation to self-fulfilling prophecy, 
referencing M.C. Escher’s Waterfall (1961), 2018
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26 Groys, 6.
Provisional Human Materiality
Drawing on art historian Wendy Steiner’s interpretation of Robert Rauschenberg’s 
Booster (1967)(figure 10) as a ‘postmodernist portrait’, the art historian Silvia Di Marco 
explains how the artist’s reference to technology becomes a critical assessment of the 
influence of technology on post-war American identity. Booster becomes not only a self-
portrait of the artist, but a description of a society obsessed with abstract representation. 
In this way, the artist points out the problem of scientific objectivity using his own 
subjectivity: Rauschenberg re-presents himself as a citizen of a world defined by 
science as mystifying, reductive abstraction.27 In a similar way, I present the image of 
the cyborg as an image in conflict with contemporary life; therefore, it is positioned as 
having a relationship to power through its separation from the world. The portrait 
represents a time in which contemporary discourse regarding the cyborg consisted of 
the desire for immortality and unaccountability within the reality of constraint.
Figure 10. Robert Rauschenberg, Booster, lithograph and screenprint, 1967
image source: https://www.moma.org/collection/works/78248
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Accessed Jan 25, 2018.https://www.academia.edu/4931717/
Inside_the_Body_Medical_Imaging_and_Visual_Arts 5-9
Di Marco’s appraisal of the tangible and intangible, that strange quality found in 
Escher’s manipulation of the picture plane, emerges beautifully in her remarks on the 
quality of Annie Cattrell’s three-dimensional works. In Sense (2002)(figure 11), fMRI 
images of brain activity are rendered in acrylic cubes, exposing a material subjectivity. 
Speaking to the science that created them, Di Marco underlines an easily overlooked 
truth: “fMRI and PET hide the complexity and provisional nature of the theories and the 
scientific assumptions underlying the production of those very images.”28 Transparency, 
a quality of the material used to produce Sense, becomes metaphorical as acrylic. 
Seamlessly hiding the process leading to its creation, Sense creates an impenetrable 
barrier that is as much physical as it is philosophical, between the viewer and the 
activity rendered.29 The architecture present in Rauschenberg and Cattrell represent a 
metaphorical intentionality similar to Escher which is pertinent to my object. They 
represent paradoxes of present tense which can be used to exclude, and build 
relationships between things which would otherwise not exist.
Figure 11. Annie Cattrell, Sense, rapid-prototype resin, transparent resin, 2002
image source: http://www.artandsciencejournal.com/post/44699915623/sense-by-annie-cattrell-the-five-
senses-become
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29 Di Marco, 22.
If one word above others in Di Marco’s quote is indispensable for the purpose of this 
project it is “provisional”. To elucidate, subjectivity and objectivity are both functions of 
perception, and therefore subject to revision. The danger, though, of the compelling 
nature of our resultant experience, as described by Hayles’s “backhand”, is that we 
mistake the mirage; our abstractions or perceptions, as reality, and therefore mistakenly 
cease our quest for understanding.
Time, the Orthopedic Body and the Ego
If we can relate the desire for understanding with the intention of overcoming death 
through Jacques Lacan, we can assume this to be an “orthopedic” body fantasy, 
generated by the ego in an attempt to restore wholeness to the imperiled self.30 That is, 
a self fractured by the “mirror phase”, whereby early in life, a child experiences a duality 
in response to their reflection, recognizing itself as both subject and object, influencing 
the alienating identity of the ego to form.31 Seen in this light, it is relatively unsurprising 
that identification with the body would be disrupted, and the resulting duality would be a 
fraught dissonance. Lacan presents the human being as universally threatened to a 
state of neurosis on its inevitable mortality, against which the ego endlessly struggles. 
The production of an ideal, in this case, the cyborg, is a defense against inevitable 
mortality, and is inherently an act of aggression.32   
As an aggression against time itself, the cyborg as a product of the ego, strips mortality 
from temporality, and therefore, acts to necessarily constrain the subjective self, by 
rescuing it from its fallible body. This causes the self to determine consciousness to be 
both independent of, and complimentary to the cyborg as an ideal object. Vint asserts 
that this is a humanistic quality which positions the self as adversarial to “a world of 
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30 Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: the First Complete Edition in English (New York, W. W. Norton and Company 
2006) 78.
31 Lacan, 78.
32 Lacan, 79-81.
objects”33, and therefore is an example of why Haraway suggests that knowledge claims 
should be locatable. An ethical cyborg, Vint suggests, should reconnect subject and 
object, and be “materially connected to the world” to preserve its reliability34. In this 
context, the cyborg is brought into a relationship with the finitude of the world, and 
therefore, its temporality. Here, humanism is held to account for its ambition: a need to 
exist apart from, and be unaccountable to, the world.
As a medium which engages with time, film has a peculiar ability to create a disorienting 
temporal dissonance. As such, I position it against time as history, by reproducing a 
moving image of uncertainty; a representation of the movement of water. As a 
metaphor, the projection reveals its ability to undermine interpretation, by being both 
immediately recognizable, but also ambiguous. The movement of the water questions 
whether the point-of-view is moving toward the waves, or if the waves are moving 
towards it. In such a way, the water represents an uncertainty about the perception of 
progress, while its projection on one surface illuminates a warped image of a human jaw 
on the opposite side of the structure. Here, the body is an object which is subject to 
refashioning in accordance with the shimmering possibilities of the mirage, a product of 
the ideology of progress which remains tied to mortality.
Figure 12. Julien Baldissera, video still, in Mirage: A Self-portrait, 2018
Conclusion
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My project, Mirage: A Self-portrait, presents representation as a relationship between 
abstractions, which are temporally relative, and subject to constant adjustment, but not 
necessarily connected to the real. This is the paradox of our suspended motion; a 
potentially infinite walk in the desert toward a promised oasis of utopia which excludes 
human materiality. The cyborg as fantasy is presented as a reactive interpretation: 
which can be reinterpreted by freezing it as a moment pulled out of the ‘hot’, seductive 
ideology of progress, and reframed within the contemplative ‘cool’ of the gallery.
The purpose of this project is to propose that, if ideology must be present, and 
subjectivity and objectivity are inseparable, the cyborg then, must remain as a subject 
unclosed. Metaphorically, it can be understood as a mirage on the horizon of the 
ideology of progress, which is subject to change, and which has as unforeseeable an 
endpoint as the evolution of the human beings who imagine it. Therefore it must remain 
as flexible as the organism it represents, and be constructed of structures which 
although somewhat cohesive, also from time to time, end up fraying out and failing at 
the ends into paradox, along with all other knowledges which must remain variable, and 
not static. Put another way, what a cyborg is or can be, is equally important as what a 
cyborg cannot be. A construction of metaphor, the cyborg as a subject, then, is similar to 
the biological organism from whence it came, as it shares a philosophical capacity for 
error which can be tested for, not unlike those found at the cellular and genetic level in 
clinical research: it must be prone to change over time, but not be mistaken as the 
endpoint of time. Similar to the process of evolution, the cyborg must remain flexible, 
and, strangely, be pulled out of the ideology of progress, which can ultimately be 
thought of as a defense against death, and instead be placed closer in proximity to the 
reality of the present, so that it can become physically and philosophically functional. 
Specifically, like the truly contemporary artist Groys describes: it must become 
collaborative with its temporality and expose its materiality, rather than be obscured by 
it, in order to be real.
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The flickering oasis on the horizon is our hope and our desire, available to us only 
because we have not arrived. This relationship with the mirage is the focus of my 
fascination, as in it I see a contemporary self-portrait.
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Appendix: Images of Mirage: A Self-portrait (2018) sculpture, Julien Baldissera
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